
Daniella’s Capstone Rubric for the Term

Category How the student will be assessed How many points out of 5

The amount of
storyboards
completed
-are there the
amount of
storyboards we
planned to make
from the
beginning?

-Are they from a
10-15 minute
length

-The student should’ve made
a google site with all the
storyboards in the storyboard
tab of the website. If there
are at least five storyboards
done that are from 10-15
minutes long, then that’s
good.

5: All 5 storyboards are
completed and uploaded,
they’re all 10-15 minutes
long.

4: All the storyboards are
uploaded but maybe some
of them are a little less
than 10 minutes.

3: Not all 5 storyboards
are uploaded, but the
ones that are last 10-15
minutes long.

2: Not all 5 storyboards
are complete and they’re
not 10-15 minutes long.

1: There are less than 3
storyboards done and
they’re not 10-15 minutes
done.

Developing and
Planning
-how much
planning was
done, was it
obvious that there
was a lot of
thought put into
the storyboards?

-The student should
constantly be sketching and
writing in their sketchbook to
show that there has been
planning going in to this
project
- Photos of the sketched can
be found on the website

5: There are at least 20
sketchbook pages filled
out showing planning and
practicing

4: There are at least 15
sketchbook pages filled
out showing planning and
practicing

3: There are at least 10
sketchbook pages filled
out showing planning and
practicing



2: There are at least 7
sketchbook pages filled
out showing planning and
practicing

1: There are 6 or less than
6 sketchbook pages filled
out showing planning and
practicing

Understanding
of Visual
Concepts
-Does the student
understand how
to compose the
layout and
anatomy?
-Is there proof
that they’re
regularly
practicing and
sketching?

-There should be sketches or
drawings of what they layouts
and scenery should look like
and should be located on the
website
-There should be a clear
correlation between the art
and the storyboards (even if
storyboards are supposed to
be messy, it should still be
obvious who the characters
are, no stick figures).

5: There are figurative
drawing practice pages
and consistency between
the concept art and
storyboards

4: There are a few
figurative drawing practice
pages, but good
consistency between the
concept art and
storyboards

3: There are a few
figurative drawing practice
pages and an okay
consistency between
storyboards and concept
art

2: There are no figurative
drawing practice pages
and an okay consistency
between the concept art
and the storyboards

1: There are no figurative
drawing practice pages
and a weak consistency
between the concept art
and the storyboards

Use of Time, -It takes a lot of time to do



Effort, and met
Deadlines
-Is there a lot of
sketches that the
student has to
show for every
storyboard?
-Is it evident that
they use time
outside of class?
-Have they turned
in their
assignments on
time regularly.

storyboards, so if the
storyboards are as long as
they should be and there are
the amount of storyboards as
the beginning goal, that
should be evidence that there
was a good use of time.
-There should be weekly/
semi-weekly vlogs that are
turned in ON TIME.
-Any Canvas assignments
are turned in ON TIME
-The google site is regularly
updated.

5: All five storyboards are
uploaded and all
assignments have been
turned in on time (the only
exception would be if
there’s a good reason why
something’s not turned in)

4: All five storyboards are
complete and a majority of
deadlines are met online

3: There are only 4
storyboards complete but
deadlines are met.

2: There are less than 4
storyboards done and only
some deadlines are met

1: There are less than 3
storyboards completed
and deadlines are not met

Quality and
Consistency in
the Storyboards
-does it resemble
an actual
storyboard?
-Is the character
design relatively
the same
throughout the
series of
storyboards?

-In the storyboards there
should be consistency, that
must be shown in these few
ways.

● 10-15 minute time span
● Relatively consistent art

style
● Consistent character

designs and voices

5: The voices sound
relatively the same
throughout the
storyboards and so does
the art style and character
designs.

4: The voices change a bit
but the art style and
character designs are still
consistent

3: The voices aren’t very
consistent and the style
also changes a lot, but the
character designs are the
same

2: The voices aren’t
consistent, the art style



changes drastically but the
character designs remain
the same

1: The voices sound
drastically different and
the art style is also very
different, and the
character designs
changed a drastically as
well without any
explanation

Strong and
Finalized
Character
Design and
Personality
-Do the
characters have a
solid character
design and color
palette?
-Do they have a
good backstory
that ties them into
the story even
more
-Has there been
concept art done
of the characters

-There should be a
Characters tab in the site, it
should have information
about the characters
personality and backstory.
There should also be a series
of concept art for each
character that shows up
regularly.

5: There are reference
sheets for all the
characters and a
backstory for each of
them. The animals should
also have a reference
sheet for their species and
their specific character.

4: There are reference
sheets for the most
important characters and
a backstory for all
characters. There should
also be a basic reference
sheet for the different
animal species that are in
the story.

3: There are only
reference sheets and
backstories for the main
characters an explanation
to what the different
animal species are in the
story

2: There are only
reference sheets for the
characters and some
explanation for a few



backstories, there is o
inclusion of the animals
that take part in the story

1: There is very little
information provided about
the design or backstory of
the characters

Shows
improvement in
skills
throughout the
duration of the
project.
-has there been
signs of
improvement in
later storyboards
and artwork?

-Though there should be
consistency throughout the
series of storyboards, there
should be signs of
improvement. For example:

● Drawings become a bit
cleaner

● More expression &
movement in
characters

● Being able to work
faster than from the
beginning

5: The frames become
cleaner, the backgrounds
and storyboard look good,
and there is a lot of
expression and motion in
the character’s faces.

4: The frames are a little
cleaner, the backgrounds
look a bit better than
before, there is more
motion and expressions

3: The frames are still
around the same level of
cleanliness but there’s still
a lot of motion and
expressions

2: The quality of the story
boards seems to be the
same it has been from the
beginning.

1:The quality of the
storyboards seem like
they went down in quality.

Number of points earned: ______ x 2 ______/70


